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ABSTRACT
As satellitees become smaaller or too far away
a
to visuallly resolve theirr physical detaails via high-ressolution imageery,
other technniques must be used to characcterize and desscribe them. One
O promising method
m
is analyyzing how the
reflected liight from a sateellite varies as a function of time
t
or phase angle.
a
By analyyzing the photometric intensiity of
the reflecteed light versus the solar phasee angle of the space
s
object, we
w hope to see a characteristicc distribution that
t is
indicative of
o a certain shaape. One way to enhance thee analysis is to obtain as manyy observationss of a satellite either
e
through muultiple passes over
o
time or byy observing a particular
p
satelllite pass from numerous
n
locattions. This papper is
a case studdy limited to th
he following quuestion: “Givenn a certain scennario (orbit, enggagement, shappe, material,
attitude, etc.) and a centraal sensor locatiion, what is thee optimal arranngement of fouur deployable teelescopes for
determininng the shape off the satellite from its photom
metric signaturee?” Certain shaapes have a chaaracteristic
magnitude-phase angle distribution,
d
esppecially in its lower boundaryy which is indeependent of sattellite material and
driven prim
marily by diffu
usive reflection. The optimum
m arrangement will be determ
mined by how much
m
of the phhase
angle coveerage is met to determine the lower boundarry of the magniitude-phase angle distributionn. We will
discretize the
t area surrou
unding the centtral site and exaamine how muuch of the data is required to determine
d
the
satellite shhape. Some con
nstraints mightt be required, such
s
as keepingg one telescopee in each quadrrant or requirinng
there be a certain
c
distance between senssor sites, to enssure that the opptimal arrangem
ment is not a trrivial one (i.e. four
telescopes at the same loccation).

1. INT
TRODUCTIO
ON
Space situaational awareness (SSA) is thhe requisite currrent and predictive knowledgge of the spacee environment and
the operational environm
ment upon whicch space operattions depend – including physsical, virtual, and
a human dom
mains
– as well as
a all factors, acctivities, and evvents of frienddly and adversaary space forces across the spectrum of confflict
(Codified definition
d
in Jo
oint Pub 3-14, Space
S
Operatioons). Thus it iss helpful to be able to track earth-bound
e
sattellites
in order to know and pred
dict their positiion, movementt, size, and phyysical features. However, theere are many
satellites inn orbit that are simply too sm
mall or too far away
a
to resolvee by conventionnal optical imaaging. Fig. 1 shhows
the degradation of image quality with inncreasing distaance and decreaasing satellite size.
s
By analyyzing a satellitee’s
photometriic light curve, we
w hope to obttain some of thhe same inform
mation that one can obtain from
m high-resoluttion
images.

on of high-resoolution images with increasinng distance andd/or decreasingg satellite size.
Fig.. 1. Degradatio

Light curves are created by measuring the intensity of reflected sunlight off of the object as it passes overhead. The
intensity is dependent on a variety of factors to include the size, shape, orientation, and material composition of the
satellite. When observing a satellite from different sites, the solar phase angle (i.e. the angle between the site,
satellite and sun as illustrated in Fig. 2) determine a great deal about the nature of the light curve. We are interested
in determining whether or not there is an optimal arrangement of these angles in order to obtain the most
information about the satellite in question. Therefore, we will investigate a variety of pass orientations and site
locations and compare the resulting light curves.

Fig. 2. The photometric light curve of a satellite depends on the geometry of the sensor site, satellite, and
sun (drawing courtesy of Betty Duncan, Maui High Performance Computing Center).

2. SIMULATED DATA
All data used in this study was created using a photometric modeling tool developed in MATLAB® by the Directed
Energy Directorate of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). The simulation uses two line elements (TLEs) to
determine satellite pass geometry and allows a user to define satellite size, shape, material, and attitude as well as
observation location. This tool has been used in the past by AFRL to investigate various non-resolvable space
object identification problems such as analyzing when single facets become visible or illuminated by the sun as
viewed from closely spaced observers [1]. A version of this tool has also been used to investigate glints from
cubesats [2].
The first step to choosing the optimal site locations is to decide on criteria for determining what is optimal, which
itself depends on the question one is trying to answer. For this study, an optimal combination of sites would be one

that can deetermine the satellite’s shape with the higheest certainty. We
W used a versiion of the phottometric modelling
tool that crreated Monte Carlo
C
scans of different
d
shapees compiled intto intensity verrsus solar phasee angle distribuutions
as our anallysis “standard
d”. These distriibutions are inffluenced by a satellite’s
s
shape, size, and maaterial. As seenn in
Fig. 3, eachh shape has a unique
u
lower bound
b
(or minim
mum intensity envelope) andd, in particular, an asymptotic
cutoff anglle. It is though
ht that the loweer bound curve is governed byy a satellite’s diffuse
d
reflectioon whereas thee rest
of the distrribution is a combination of both
b
its diffuse and specular reflection
r
[1]. For instance, for
f a cube-shapped
satellite (toop middle paneel), the minimuum intensity haas a cutoff solarr phase angle of
o 90°, which corresponds
c
to a
facet norm
mal visible to an
n observer beinng 90° to the suun. For a tetrahhedron, the cuttoff solar phasee angle is 54.7°°
(
) corresponding
g to the angle between
b
a facee and an edge [3]. The relativve position of the
t distributionn
along the inntensity axis iss indicative of the material annd size of a satellite, and is noot related to itss shape.

hs (color plots)) are distributioons of a satellitte’s reflected inntensities (y-axxis) with respect
Fig. 3.. The top graph
to phaase angle (x-ax
xis) at varying attitudes. Thhe yellow line in the bottom
m graphs are hiistograms of thhe
numbeer of observations with respeect to phase anggle. The red liine in the bottoom curve is a histogram
h
of thhe
numbeer of observatiions with no reeflected light with
w respect to phase angle (F
Figures courteesy of Dr. Doyyle
Hall (B
Boeing) and Mr.
M Paul Kervinn (AFRL) and similar
s
to thosee in Reference [1])
Rather thann compare our sample data too the entire disttributions, we only used the lower
l
bound cuurves of the Monte
Carlo distrributions. Thesse curves were extracted from
m the graphs inn Fig. 3 above by
b binning the distributions inn onedegree solaar phase angle intervals and selecting
s
the minimum
m
intenssity data point in
i each bin. Thhe first points of
each curvee were then norrmalized to thee same value too account for diifferences in material.
m
Threee shapes were
initially chhosen for this case study, a tettrahedron, cubee, and octahedrron. Their low
wer bound curvves derived from
m the
Monte Carrlo scans are sh
hown in Fig. 4. Based on the extreme similarity between the
t cube and thhe octahedron, the
octahedronn was set aside until an algoriithm was devissed that could distinguish
d
betw
ween a cube annd a tetrahedroon.
The lower bound curves and respective cutoff angles were then com
mpared to a sam
mple set of simuulated photomeetric
n section.
data as desscribed in the next
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Fig. 4. Lower bound curves for threee chosen shapees.

2.1. Multipple Sensor Sites
Fig. 5 show
ws a sample orb
bit for SSN 13736 (DMSP F6) which has an
a altitude of 8220 kilometers, an inclination of
98.62º, a riight ascension of 55.78º, and an eccentricityy of 0.0008. The
T sensor site location chosen is the Advannced
Electro-Opptical Site (AEO
OS) on Haleakkala, Maui, Haw
waii. We definne the multi-sitte domain as a circular regionn
centered onn the central seensor location divided
d
into foour quadrants akin
a
to Cartesiaan coordinates. The sites are
identified by
b their radius and angle (cloockwise from North)
N
as illustrrated in Fig. 5.

Fiig. 5. Sample satellite pass (lleft) and the multi-site
m
definition (right).
The spatiall resolution of the multi-site domain
d
is 1 deegree and 10 raadii levels, withh each radius reepresenting 111
kilometers or a single deg
gree of latitudee and longitudee, giving the doomain a total diameter
d
of 2,2220 kilometers and
a
3,600 sitess. We modified
d the AFRL phhotometric tooll to run in a parrallel processinng environmennt, creating twoo
parallel verrsions, one thaat would take a single sensor site
s and processs the number of
o possible passses of a speciffied
satellite thrroughout a speecified time perriod such as a year
y [4]. The second
s
versionn was used for this
t study and
allowed uss to process 3,6
600 sensor sitess for a given saatellite pass on a specified daate and time perriod. Fig. 6 shhows
the basic fllow of the paraallel site versioon.

Fig. 6. Fllow chart of thhe parallel versiion of the multti-site photomeetric modeling tool.
An examplle of the data from
fr
all the sennsor sites can be
b seen in Fig. 7 below. On thhe left is the grround track of the
satellite aloong with all 3,6
600 sensor locations. The ceentral location (AEOS)
(
is indiicated by the crossed circle inn the
center. Thhe dark blue reg
gions to the farr right of the grround track inddicate sensor siites which coulld not see the
satellite annd thus had no photometric
p
ligght curve. Thee lighter blue reegion surroundding the groundd track indicatee that
the sensor sites saw a sim
milar light curvve as AEOS. As
A one then moves to the left, the sensor sitees see increasinngly
different light curves than
sensor sites aree chosen to illuustrate the diffeerence in the liight
n AEOS. Six representative
r
curves. Thhe correspondin
ng magnitude-phase angle diistribution for the
t six sites aloong with the AE
EOS site are shhown
in the grapph to the right.
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Fig. 7. Example of 3,600
3
sensor sites centered allong AEOS forr a satellite tracck. The coloreed circles on thhe
left pllot correspond
ds to the colorred lines in thhe magnitude-pphase angle plot
p
of the righht. The AEO
OS
magniitude-phase-ang
gle distributionn is the white crossed
c
data pooints on the far right of the rigght plot.

Since each quadrant contains 900 sites, there are 656 billion possible site combinations. Analysis of all possible site
combinations would ultimately require high performance computing. Thus we initially limited the number of
combinations so that a viable shape-determination algorithm could be developed serially. Once an algorithm shows
promise, it can be applied to all possible site combinations. The combination that returns the highest certainty
(along with the correct answer) would become the optimum site combination. Different pass geometries will most
likely yield different optimal combinations, and eventually one could combine this data into an optimal combination
for any geometry.
To compile a sample data set, we combined data from one satellite pass observed from four different sensor
locations each which had approximately 50-100 data points for a total sample data set size of 200-400 points.
However, since we only needed a lower bound curve from the sample data, we had to decimate the sample set. This
was done in three steps and is illustrated in Fig. 8. The first step was to bin the data into one degree phase angle
intervals and keep the lowest intensity data point. While all of the points remaining at this point are technically on
the sample set minimum curve, they might stand out as not being real candidates for an actual lower bound curve.
Thus for the second step, we removed any point which was brighter (i.e. smaller magnitude) than the point to the left
of it (at a smaller phase angle). The final step was based on the fact that lower bound curves are similar to
increasing/decreasing functions meaning that the concavity of its shape should not change. Accordingly, we
calculated a slope between all neighboring points. If a slope was less steep than the preceding slope, the trailing
point was discarded. Fig. 8 below shows how a sample data set evolves into a lower bound curve based on the
above three steps.

Fig. 8. An initial data set is trimmed to exclude points not likely to be on the lower bound curve.

Now that the sample sets and comparison sets have been built, the question remains as to how to compare them.
Three methods were explored in this study, mean squared error (MSE), curve fitting, and analysis of variance
(ANOVA) of residuals. These methods are discussed in the next section except for the ANOVA method as it was
quickly discovered to be completely unreliable.
2.2. Mean Squared Error
The mean squared error was found by calculating the difference between each sample set data point and the intensity
value from the known lower bound curves corresponding to the phase angle bin. The sample data set was shifted so
that the first sample point had zero difference since we want to negate material or size differences. The mean
squared error was then calculated for each shape, and the shape with the lowest MSE was the determined shape. Eq.
(1) shows how MSE was calculated.

∑φ [(Intensity(φ )

)

n

MSEshape =

shape

− Offset shape − SampleIntensity (φ )

]

2

(1)

# Observations

2.3. Curve Fitting
This method stemmed from the observation that lower bound curves seem to behave like exponential functions.
Data sets were trimmed such that they had no points with phase angles greater than the hypothesized cutoff angle, φc
(55° for tetrahedron and 90° for cube), and then fit with a non-linear least squares (trust region) scheme. The
functional form, shown in Eq. (2), was chosen because of its asymptotic behavior. All constants were constrained to
be positive to keep the asymptote in the correct direction.

f (φ ) = a +

b
(φ − φc )

2

+

c
(φ − φc )

4

+

d
(φ − φc )

6

+

(2)

e
(φ − φc )

8

The shape whose fit had the lowest reduced chi-squared value (࣑࢘ ) was the answer returned by the algorithm. One
advantage of this method was that it gave a metric (࣑࢘ ) for comparing the certainty of different combinations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the purpose of testing different shape-determination algorithms, we took a subset of all possible 3,600 sensor
locations, using 3 radii and 3 angles per quadrant for a total of 6,561 combinations. Each test case was a specific
shape (tetrahedron or cube) and satellite pass. Table 1 below lists the four satellite element sets used in this study
and the six time periods in which we determined passes of various orientations to the terminator. Thus there was a
total of 12 test cases. All test cases had the same bidirectional reflectance distribution (BRDF), a Cook-Torrance
BRDF of 30% diffusive and 30% specular reflectance. Additionally, the satellite attitudes were the same fixed ramnadir orientation with the body x-axis pointing to the ram direction and the body z-axis pointing to nadir. Finally, all
the simulated objects had a size perfectly inscribable into a one meter diameter sphere

Table 1. Saatellite passes used
u
to create multiple
m
site loccations.
SSN (C
Common Nam
me)
13736 (DMSP
(
5D-2 F6)
F
28773 (ASTRO
(
E2)
28773 (ASTRO
(
E2)
25544 (ISS)
(
28773 (ASTRO
(
E2)
30776 (FALCONSAT
(
T 3)

Date
Januaary 1, 2007
Januaary 5, 2007
Februuary 5, 2007
Februuary 12, 2007
June 26,
2 2007
Januaary 1, 2008

Start UT
T
05:00:00
15:15:00
04:15:00
04:15:00
07:15:00
15:15:00

End UT
T
06:00:000
16:15:000
05:15:000
05:15:000
08:15:000
16:15:000

The resultss for the MSE method
m
were unimpressive.
u
When applied to the 12 test cases,
c
this methhod gave the coorrect
answer 6 tiimes. All six of
o these cases were
w cubes how
wever, and all tetrahedron
t
casses failed. Thee total success rate
was 53%, with
w the cube success
s
rate at 100% and the tetrahedron suuccess rate at 5%
%. The algoritthm had a tenddency
to return ann answer of cu
ube, and an exaamination of ouur sample data showed why. The lower bouund curves for our
sparser fouur-site data set did not match those of the Monte
M
Carlo scaans. This couldd be due to the stabilized attittude
of the simuulated satellitess and possibly to the limited number
n
of sateellite pass orienntations used inn this study.
For the currve fitting algo
orithm method, 7 of the 11 cases (one case failed)
f
resultedd in a correct annswer. The tottal
success ratte was once agaain 53%, with the cube succeess rate at 37% and the tetrahedron success rate at 71%. Fig.
F 9
shows the results for the curve fitting method
m
on a casse by case basiis. Fig. 10 is a specific exampple for the curvve
fitting methhod for Case 6 (SSN 28773, January 5, 20007) for a tetraheedron object. Although
A
this example
e
conveerged
to the correect shape nearlly 100% of the time, one can see that when compared to thhe actual data (black
(
line), too first
order the cube
c
fit (green line)
l
appears too match the daata better than the
t tetrahedronn fit (red line). However, the χr2
for the tetrahedron fit and
d data was bettter than the onee for the cube fit
f and data.
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Figg. 9. The experiimental resultss for the curve fitting
f
algorithhm. The numbeered cases are listed at right.

Fig. 10. One exam
mple used in thee curve fitting algorithm for SSN
S
28773, Jaanuary 1, 2007 (tetrahedron).

4. DISCUSSION
D
The relativve failure of bo
oth these methoods seems someewhat suspect based on the clear differencee in lower bounnd
curves for tetrahedrons an
nd cubes. A clloser investigaation, as shownn in Fig. 11, revveals that the loower bound cuurves
for our sim
mulated data do
oes not bear a striking
s
resembblance to the Monte
M
Carlo scaans shown earliier (Fig. 3). While
W
the cube daata (left plot) appears
a
to initiaally follow the lower bound curve
c
seen in thhe Monte Carloo scans, between
80° and 1220° of phase an
ngle there are no
n low intensityy points to dem
monstrate an asymptotic relatiionship. The same
s
observationn holds for the tetrahedron daata (right plot);; there are no loow intensity daata points untill nearly 30° off phase
angle past the predicted 54.7°
5
phase anggle cutoff. How can we com
mpare to asympttotic curves if our simulated data
doesn’t shoow the same paattern? The paattern below moost likely lies in
i that the simuulated satellitess all had stabiliized
attitude, sppecifically nadiir and ram poinnting. The Moonte Carlo scanns were createdd by simulatingg the shape in
hundreds of
o different orieentations for eaach phase anglle. Since the saame face is obsserved nearly constantly
c
for each
e
pass, we arre not seeing th
he orientations that drive the asymptotic low
wer bound curvves. Only in veery rare cases will
w
either of thhese methods be
b viable in dettermining the shape of a stablle satellite.

Fig. 11. Distribution of all simulated cube (left panel) and tetrahedron (right panel) data for the 12 test cases.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The two methods attempted, mean squared error and curve fitting, both failed to convincingly identify satellite shape
using simulated data from combinations of four sensor sites. Although the MSE method selected the cube 100% of
the time, its correctness could be attributed to a bias toward selecting the cube. The curve fitting method appears to
correctly choose the tetrahedron more often than not, but more work needs to be done in order to quantify the
confidence in this method (especially for other shapes). The main issue however, could be the fact that we are
making an erroneous comparison. The Monte Carlo scans are based on hundreds of attitudes for any given phase
angle, whereas our simulated sensor site data contained a very small range of attitudes due to the stability of the
simulated satellites. The question of optimal site locations cannot be definitively answered due to the inability of
either algorithm to succeed at shape determination. Currently, we are working to incorporate simulated data for a
spinning object using the same shapes and satellite passes in order to see if the data is more similar to the Monte
Carlo scans.
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